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Abstract
Computers plugged into power outlets leak information by drawing variable amounts of power when performing different tasks. This work examines the extent to which this side channel leaks private information
about web browsing. Using direct measurements of the
AC power consumption with an instrumented outlet, we
construct a classifier that correctly identifies unlabeled
webpage-activity traces from a set of 50 candidates with
87% precision, 74% recall, and 99% accuracy. The classifier rejects samples of 441 pages outside the corpus
with a false positive rate of less than 2%. It is also robust
to a number of variations in webpage loading conditions,
including encryption. Characterizing the AC power side
channel may help lead to practical countermeasures that
protect user privacy from untrusted power infrastructure.

1

Introduction

Web browsers increasingly take advantage of hardware
acceleration to implement rich user interfaces. For example, the HTML5 standard defines a generic canvas element to support flexible graphics [40], so browsers provide GPU-accelerated support for canvas operations [1].
Other examples include offline storage, streaming video,
client-side scripting, and native-code execution [43].
These mechanisms allow browsers to use more of the
available hardware to provide rich user experiences,
stressing components in potentially new ways.
In parallel with the trend toward hardware acceleration of web content, the dynamic range of components’
power consumption is increasing. Modern chips often
draw more power than their predecessors when active,
but thanks to ongoing energy-efficiency initiatives such
as ENERGY STAR [37], they support aggressive power
management and spend an increasing fraction of their
time in low-power idle states.
Richer interfaces, greater hardware use and greater dynamic range mean that a computer’s power consumption

while loading webpages fluctuates more than it may have
in the past. A natural question is whether different webpages induce identifiable patterns of power consumption
via their different use of computing resources. It may
seem intuitive that a webpage simultaneously playing
100 videos probably requires more power than a 100byte plain text webpage. In practice, several challenges
complicate the task of identifying webpages:
• Competing websites often imitate one another, resulting in similar resource-use patterns.
• Most websites optimize for load time, so many
popular webpages load in approximately the same
amount of time.
• A complex software stack sits between a webpage
and the power supply, introducing layers of indirection that may buffer or hide fine-grained events.
• Many websites change frequently, often presenting
different content (e.g., ads) to different users.
This paper experimentally demonstrates that, despite
the above challenges, different webpages do induce different power-consumption patterns that can be used to
identify them. Recent work on AC power analysis shows
that a classifier trained on 15-minute HDTV video segments can identify unlabeled 15-minute clips with over
96% accuracy [12]. Our work advances the state of
the art by using a different measurement and classification strategy to classify 15-second traces of a personal
computer’s power consumption, identifying webpages
instead of video clips. It conceptually bridges the gap between previous work on circuit-level direct-current (DC)
power analysis [23] and household activity recognition
via single-point alternating current (AC) power measurement [16, 34, 15].
This paper’s primary contribution is a collection of
empirical results showing that potentially sensitive information leaks via an AC power side channel. To our
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knowledge, this work is the first to use AC power analysis to identify web traffic. Using a covertly modified
electrical outlet to record power consumption, we trained
and tested a classifier with over 50 hours of traces representing more than 8, 500 webpage loads from a set of
50 websites representing over 30% of global page views.
Given an unlabeled trace of a webpage in the training set,
the classifier identifies the correct match with 87% precision (resistance to false positives) and 74% recall (resistance to false negatives). Given an unlabeled trace from
one of 441 webpages not in the training set, the classifier’s false positive rate is less than 2%. Additionally, the
classifier is robust against a variety of potentially confounding influences, including the use of an encrypting
VPN. We also suggest and evaluate several countermeasures to mitigate the threat of information disclosure.

waveform, drawing the current and voltage waveforms
out of phase and returning power to the source. The total power passing through the SMPS in both directions is
called the apparent power, Papparent , and is measured in
volt-amperes (VA). The power used to perform work in
the load is known as real power, Preal , and is measured in
watts (W). The power factor is the ratio of real power to
apparent power, PF = Preal /Papparent , and measures how
efficiently a device is consuming power. Resistive linear
loads, like an incandescent light bulb, have power factors very close to 1.0, but nonlinear loads like SMPSes,
which store and return some of the apparent power as reactive power, have lower power factors and distort the
source waveform more dramatically, resulting in information leakage.

Threat model. This paper focuses on the privacy implications of an AC power side channel, and does not
consider an attacker who manipulates the power line to
intentionally induce patterns. This work considers an attacker who has physical access to a power outlet the victim might use, but not necessarily to the victim’s network. Such a power outlet might be in a coffee shop,
airport, commercial office, hotel-room wall, or home.
With a time window of only a few seconds, an attacker
can unscrew the outlet’s faceplate, tap two wires, and replace the faceplate. Alternatively, an attacker might slip
a lookalike faceplate over the target outlet, akin to ATM
skimming attacks described elsewhere [32]. Or an attacker posing as a friendly traveler might offer an outlet
on a power strip to the victim. A final step is to connect
a logging back end to the instrumented outlet. The experiments in this paper use a 250 kHz sample rate, which
with 16-bit samples generates 4 Mbps, within reason for
a modern cellular network or flash-memory data logger.

2

2.1

Causes of Information Leakage

An SMPS leaks information in at least three ways.
First and foremost, its AC power consumption is necessarily correlated with the sum of the components’ DC
power consumption. If any particular component conveys information via its power consumption, then that
information may appear in an AC power trace. This intuition is the basis for our analysis. Our approach, sampling the current on a physical wire in the AC power
line, is the most direct way to look for information in
AC power consumption patterns.
Second, as mentioned above, an SMPS leaks information via reactive power. When the computer executes
tasks, the DC load varies, so the AC load varies correspondingly. As mentioned above, the load distorts the
AC voltage and current waveforms out of phase, generating reactive power. The key observation is that the
amount of reactive power varies along with the load.
Third, like any electrical device that switches on and
off, an SMPS emits electromagnetic interference (EMI)
that other devices can detect. We refer the reader to
Kuhn for in-depth exploration of EMI [26]. To meet
emissions standards (e.g., FCC Title 47 CFR Part 15
in the U.S. [13]), SMPSes contain inductors that filter out noise at frequencies above the voltage regulator’s switching frequency (which varies from unit to
unit). The remainder of this paper demonstrates that
this EMI filtering—presumably designed without information leakage in mind—does not prevent sensitive information from appearing on the AC power line.
This paper extends the recent results of Enev et al.,
who studied SMPS EMI in isolation [12], by including
information from all three of these leakage sources, allowing classification with shorter inputs (seconds, versus
minutes).

Information Leakage via Variable AC
Power Consumption

Computer components require DC power, but most
power systems worldwide (including in the U.S.) deliver AC power to customers. To convert AC power to
DC power, a computer relies on a switched-mode power
supply (SMPS). An SMPS uses a rectifier in concert
with a switching voltage regulator and filtering capacitors to produce a steady DC voltage output. The powerconversion components are typically inside a fan-cooled
box in a desktop chassis, a “brick” on a laptop’s power
cord, or a “wall wart” at the end of a mobile-phone charging cable.
Loads and power. An SMPS is considered a nonlinear load because its capacitive and inductive components
distort the shape of the AC source’s sinusoidal current
2
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(a) Time-domain plots of AC current consumption as a 2008 MacBook
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(b) Frequency-domain plot of AC voltage as a 2008 MacBook loads
the front page of cnn.com.

Figure 1: Time- and frequency-domain plots of several power traces in our classifier’s training set.

2.2

Analysis in the Frequency Domain

niques. Recently, Gupta et al. proposed ElectriSense,
a nonintrusive system that uses a single-point monitor to detect electromagnetic interference (EMI) generated by consumer electronics’ switched-mode power
supplies [34, 15]. By analyzing frequency-domain power
signatures, ElectriSense advanced prior work by detecting nearly simultaneous device activation. Both NILM
and ElectriSense effectively capture and identify on and
off events at the device level, but neither aims to infer
the internal states of integrated commodity devices such
as personal computers, as our work does.
Our classifier’s inputs are traces of computer power
consumption, in contrast to previous work analyzing
power traces from embedded systems. In particular,
Enev et al. refined the ElectriSense concept by studying the correlation of EMI with video signals being
played on modern high-definition televisions, achieving
over 96% classification accuracy with six out of eight
HDTV models and roughly 11% accuracy with the other
two [12]. To increase accuracy, they used an isolating
transformer and a high-pass filter to remove noisy lowfrequency signals and measured EMI at a sample rate
of 500 kHz, and also classified signals (video segments)
more than 15 minutes long. In comparison, we focus on
classifying signals containing shorter periods of activity;
our longest webpage access lasted less than five seconds.
Our sensing apparatus is somewhat simpler, relying instead on a single sense resistor and no hardware filtering.
This work extends a recent exploration of AC power
analysis that classified among 8 webpages with a timedomain classifier that was too computationally intensive
to operate in real-time [8]. Our work tests a total of
491 popular webpages in the frequency domain, resulting in better classification performance, and our supervised learning algorithm permits classification among 50

Our traces are sequences of voltage measurements taken
at a fixed sample rate (250 kHz). Plotting a trace in the
time domain (Figure 1a) reveals a pattern of peaks that
intensify during periods of activity. Time-domain analysis enables a classifier to reason about history and duration, and is useful for analyzing network traffic (e.g.,
encrypted VoIP streams [41]) and other well-formed inputs. Time-domain plots are also easy to inspect visually
in simple cases. However, to prepare traces for classification, we use a Fourier transform (Figure 1b) to represent
the entire trace in the frequency domain in terms of the
component frequencies that sum to the trace waveform,
then analyze the entire trace at once. This approach offers three important advantages over time-domain analysis: (1) We can meaningfully compare traces of different
lengths; (2) we can remove periodic signals such as the
main AC frequency (60 Hz in the U.S.) or predictable
noise; and (3) the additive nature of the SMPS’s power
consumption preserves frequency information from individual components’ power consumption.

3

Related Work

AC power event recognition.
This work focuses
on classifying short-lived run-time events on a generalpurpose computer, in contrast to previous work that measured on–off transitions at a large granularity from a
household vantage point. Unclassified research on recognizing activity by measuring AC power goes back to at
least 1989, when Hart proposed nonintrusive load monitoring (NILM) to map changes in total household power
consumption to appliance activations [16, 17]. Hart
also recognized the potential for abuse of NILM tech3
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candidates in nearly real-time (over 3, 400 trace classifications per second).
Network traffic analysis. Past work has, like ours, exploited side channels to learn sensitive information from
traffic that may be encrypted.
From previous work we borrow the intuition that webpages induce characteristic activity patterns that are robust against encryption and the passage of time. Several
researchers have trained classifiers on encrypted or obfuscated web traffic and observed that they could match
webpages against their training set using only packetlength information [18, 28, 30, 36]. Our classifier uses
AC power traces as input rather than network traces, under the assumption that we cannot automatically determine packet characteristics that would be useful for a
network-trace classifier.
Our classifier performs analysis in the frequency domain, unlike time-domain classifiers that take temporal
context into account when trying to identify a component signal. For example, recent work by White et al. on
classifying VoIP packet sequences into spoken phonemes
demonstrated that a trained classifier with knowledge of
language properties can reconstruct textual content from
encrypted VoIP streams with surprising accuracy [41].
Their classifier considered VoIP packet lengths in the
time domain and combined several probability models
using Bayesian inference. Perhaps most surprisingly, the
classifier of White et al. works even on encrypted traffic;
our classifier shares this property (§5.3).
We borrow a countermeasure from past work on
keystroke timing attacks. Song et al. observed that the
SSH protocol (in 2001) preserved inter-keystroke timing
information that, when provided to a trained model, reduced the search space for brute-force password cracking by a factor of 50 [35]. They suggested the countermeasure of sending packets at a constant rate regardless
of whether there is data to send; we adapt this strategy
to power consumption to confound a frequency-domain
classifier like ours.
Parasitic modulation. Our work focuses on leakage
via a wired channel, unlike many past works that focus
on leakage via parasitic modulation. Looking at CRT
monitors, van Eck published the first unclassified side
channel analysis work, demonstrating that the screen image could be reconstructed remotely using a TV receiver
and hand-tuned oscillators [38]. Kuhn further analyzed
leakage from CRT and LCD monitors based on parasitic
modulation [25, 26, 27]. More recently, Vuagnoux and
Pasini also investigated leakage via parasitic modulation,
though they targeted keyboards rather than monitors and
detached their laptop power supplies to avoid interference [39]. Barisani and Bianco independently demonstrated keystroke recovery for PS/2 keyboards by attaching a resistor to the AC power cable, as in our work. They

focus only on information from the keyboard and rely on
the observation of high-speed switching specified by the
PS/2 protocol [9].
DC power analysis. Our methods are not designed to
find key material, unlike past work studying DC circuits
that required pin-level access to components or detailed
knowledge of the circuits under test. Kocher et al. summarize much of the abundant research on timing and
power side channels [22, 23]. The most straightforward
of these attacks measures a small portion of the complete
system and uses domain knowledge to infer the information being processed. This type of attack requires physical access to the system, knowledge of the cryptosystem
under attack, and thousands of accurate measurements of
the same process. Combining wireless and power analysis, Kasper et al. implemented an attack against contactless smartcards based on changes in the bandwidth of the
carrier signal supplied by a reader in response to power
consumed by a smartcard [20].

4

Supervised Learning with Support Vector Machines

An AC power trace contains artifacts of every powered
computer component, each of which may have its own
clock rate or power signature, and each of which processes information differently. We make the reasonable
assumption that disentangling these signals (multicore
CPU, multicore video card, multiple drives, etc.) from
a single AC power trace is intractable with current techniques, and instead focus on coarser-grained, systemlevel questions, such as which popular webpage the user
is loading.
We use a supervised learning mechanism because we
know the correct label for each sample during training.
Specifically, we train support vector machines (SVMs)
using the open-source library libsvm [10]. Given a training set of labeled inputs, an SVM creates a hyperplane
in n dimensions (where n is the number of features) that
maximally separates positive examples from negative examples in the n-dimensional feature space.

4.1

Training Phase

Feature selection.
Classification involves choosing
features—salient properties that may differ from sample
to sample—on which to train a classifier. A straightforward classifier could simply consider the length feature
of a sample in the time domain, defined as the length
of time for which power consumption is high between
two idle periods. However, background tasks add confounding noise in the time domain, obscuring the true
4
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endpoints of a specific task, and tasks often include periods of both high and low power consumption. Mean,
minimum, and maximum power are equally unsuitable
choices for similar reasons. A more robust approach is
to classify traces based on features from the frequency
domain, as explained in Section 2.2.
As a base set of features for classification, we divide
the Fourier transform of each power trace into 500 segments, each 250 Hz wide, starting at 0–250 Hz and ending at 124.75–125 kHz, half the 250 kHz sample rate at
which we recorded traces. This process yields 500 features, each of which represents the power present within
one 250 Hz slice of spectrum over the duration of the
trace. (Section 5.3 presents the results of varying the
sample rate.)

This section summarizes our evaluation methods and experimental results over a wide range of conditions. We
aim to answer the following questions:
• How effectively can the SVM classifier differentiate
webpages from one another?
• What sampling rates result in good classification?
• How does the classifier’s performance change as the
size or diversity of the training set changes?
• How robust is the classifier in the presence of network traffic anonymizers, content distribution services, encryption, and caching, as well as changes in
operating system, hardware, or network interface?

Training binary classifiers.
Suppose we wish to
train our classifier to recognize the home page of
example.org. An SVM is a binary classifier, so it
needs labeled positive (this is example.org ) and negative (this is not example.org ) samples. Some or all
of the positive samples look similar in the frequency domain, and therefore naturally form a cluster in the feature
hyperspace. The negative samples ideally do not cluster
with the positive samples, in which case the SVM learns
to separate them. We train one SVM for each label—i.e.,
for each of the 50 webpages in our data set.

4.2

Evaluation

• How does the classifier’s performance change when
the test traces include background activities?
• How well does the classifier correctly exclude samples of pages outside the corpus?
We find that our classifier can differentiate webpages
with high precision and recall rates (averaging 87% and
74%, respectively) and that it is robust against many of
the variations we tested, including the use of a VPN,
but not including changes of machine or operating system. Where our classifier performs poorly, we find in
most cases that increasing the training set’s size and diversity improves its performance along all metrics. The
total number of power traces we tested across all experiments was 8, 585, chronicling over 50 hours (160 GB) of
250 kHz trace recordings.

Classification Phase

After training all 50 SVMs, we ask each of them to classify test samples. A test sample is an unlabeled 500dimensional feature vector, obtained in the same way as
the training samples, that is not in the training set. Each
SVM determines whether the test sample falls on the
positive or negative side of its hyperplane, thereby generating a yes or no answer as to whether the test sample was
an instance of the webpage it was trained to recognize.
We do not implement a multi-class labeling solution in
which all 50 SVMs collectively generate a single output,
but there are a variety of well-studied techniques for this
purpose and libsvm implements several of them [19].
There are three notable details of the training process. First, we use input scaling to prevent features
with larger numeric ranges from dominating those with
smaller ranges. Second, we use 10-fold cross-validation,
which repeatedly splits the training set into training and
testing subsets. By repeatedly training and testing on
subsets of the training data and modifying the model
based on feedback, cross-validation ensures that large
numbers of similar examples do not cause overfitting.
Finally, we use a radial basis function (RBF) kernel, as
recommended by the authors of libsvm [10], to construct
a statistically consistent classifier.

5.1

Methods and Metrics

To cover a diverse set of webpages representing typical Internet traffic, we chose 48 webpages drawn
from Alexa’s list of the top 500 websites (by audience
size) [7], discarding duplicates and adult websites. By
Alexa’s estimates, these top 48 websites represent over
30% of global page views (Figure 2). We added the top
Google result for “cheap Viagra” as an example of a potentially embarrassing (or malicious) page. To include
a page that loads with negligible latency, we added the
first author’s department’s home page, a < 1 ms round
trip from our measurement point, bringing the number of
webpages in our training set to 50.
The Alexa rankings list websites, but it is more meaningful to collect traces of individual webpages. Each of
our traces represents an automated load of the front page
of one of the 50 websites. To record how each webpage might appear over the course of a typical day, we
used a custom Chrome extension (see §5.2) to collect at
5
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Figure 2: The top 50 websites according to Alexa in
terms of percentage of global estimated page views.
Figure 3: We captured AC voltage traces by instrumenting a standard North American NEMA 5 AC power outlet. We placed a 0.1Ω, 10 mm sense resistor (enlarged on
left) in series with one terminal of the outlet, plugged a
computer into the outlet, and sampled the resistor’s voltage at 250 kHz with a data acquisition unit.

least 90 consecutive traces of each. For webpages that
require users to log in before displaying useful information, we logged in as the first author. We believe that
our choice to consider front pages is reasonable because
users are likely to visit the front page of a given website
and then follow links to other pages. The notable exceptions to this tendency are bookmarked pages and direct
links from other people or sites.
Evaluation metrics. Because our classifier uses standard machine-learning techniques, we use standard metrics from machine learning to evaluate its performance.
In the following definitions, tp and tn refer to true positives and true negatives (correct labelings), and fp and
fn refer to false positives and false negatives (incorrect
labelings).

all examples respectively, a classifier can maximize both
only by reaching 100% accuracy.

5.2

Experimental Setup

This section describes the experimental setup we used to
capture AC power traces.1
Safety note: This paper is not a complete manual for
electrical safety. Measuring “hot” terminals is potentially fatally dangerous and should be conducted only
under qualified supervision. Do not try this at home.

Precision, tp/(tp + fp), is the fraction of positively labeled examples whose labels are correct. It measures the classifier’s ability to exclude negative examples.

Using an instrumented outlet (described next), we
measured the power consumption of a 13-inch Apple
MacBook, circa 2008, with a dual-core Intel Core 2
Duo processor, 4 GB of RAM, Intel GMA X3100 GPU,
80 GB Corsair SATA II MLC solid-state drive, and Mac
OS 10.6.8, from which we removed the battery. While
the majority of our experiments are based on power
traces gathered from the MacBook, we also explored differences among hardware and software configurations.
To this end, we gathered traces using a Dell Vostro desktop PC with a quad-core Intel Core i5 processor, 4 GB
of RAM, AMD Radeon 6450 GPU, and 250 GB Seagate
7200 RPM magnetic hard disk. We tested the desktop PC
under Windows 7 and Ubuntu 10.04. To approximate the
environments of typical users, we used a stock installation of each operating system. In particular, we allowed
default background processes to run.

Recall, tp/(tp + fn), is the fraction of all the examples
that should have been positively labeled that are
correctly positively labeled. It measures the classifier’s ability to identify positive examples.
We present experimental results in terms of precision and recall because the standard accuracy metric—
(tp + tn)/(tp + tn + fp + fn), the fraction of all examples that are correctly labeled—is easy to game. In most
of our experiments, the number of negative examples is
roughly 49 times the number of positive examples because, for each webpage, there are more traces of other
webpages in the testing set than there are of that webpage. Because of this disparity between positive and
negative examples, the classifier could achieve greater
than 98% accuracy by simply classifying all examples
as negative. A perfect classifier would achieve 100% accuracy, 100% precision, and 100% recall. For any imperfect classifier, however, there is a tradeoff between
precision and recall. While it is trivial to achieve either
100% precision or 100% recall by rejecting or accepting

1 We use the terms power trace, voltage trace, and current trace interchangeably. What we actually record is a voltage trace that maps
trivially to current (Isense = Vsense /Rsense , with Rsense constant) and
therefore power (P = IsenseVRMS , with VRMS a constant 120 volts (RMS)
in North America).
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To record each workload’s power signature, we monitored electrical current between the power supply and an
instrumented outlet. A modern AC outlet has three terminals: hot, neutral, and ground. To measure a power
supply’s instantaneous current on the hot–neutral circuit,
we placed a 0.1 Ω sense resistor (part #13FR100E-ND),
about 10 mm from terminal to terminal, in series with
the hot terminal of a standard outlet. For ease of experimentation, we extended the outlet from the wall by stripping one end of an extension cord and plugging the other
end into an uninstrumented lab outlet. Figure 3 depicts
our instrumented outlet. We attached an Agilent U2356A
data acquisition unit (DAQ) to the terminals of the sense
resistor. The DAQ samples the voltage across its probes
and sends the data via USB to another PC (not the computer being measured). We recorded 16-bit samples at a
rate of 250 kHz to capture workload artifacts occurring at
up to 125 kHz. We chose to sample at 250 kHz because it
was the maximum rate supported by the DAQ and we had
no prior knowledge of which frequency ranges would
contain identifying information.
Finally, we developed a Chrome extension to automate the repeated loading of a target webpage. The extension repeatedly: opens a new window, pauses, loads
the page, pauses again, and finally closes the window.
For webpages that did not require user credentials, the
script opened browser windows in a private browsing
mode [5] to purge the browser environment of confounding data. To compare webpage identifiability across
browsers, we also used the iMacros extension for Firefox [4] to mimic our Chrome extension. We recorded
continuously with the DAQ while running experiments.
A script with knowledge of the browser extensions’ timings chopped the DAQ’s output into separate trace files
to be used with our classifier. While the majority of
the webpages we profiled show no changes within the
measurement period, there are notable exceptions. A
number of high-turnover webpages including cnn.com,
cnet.com, and reddit.com underwent content changes
during our measurements.
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Figure 4: Precision and recall for the 50 webpage labels. The arithmetic mean over all webpages is plotted
as a large X. The SVM classifier achieves 100% precision and recall for 5 of the 50 webpages. The outlying webpage label with the lowest precision and recall is
godaddy.com, a pathology we believe is due to its heavy
use of dynamic content and large download size.

tocol described in Section 4.2 to label each trace. Each
SVM labels a trace as either matching or not matching
the page for which it was trained. The total size of the
corpus for this experiment was 4, 638 traces. We used
roughly half of these traces for training and the remaining traces for testing. Figure 4 plots precision and recall
for each of the 50 webpage labels. With ∼45 training examples per label, the SVM classifier achieves an average
87% precision and 74% recall over all webpages.
The classifier’s performance varied among the tested
webpages. The classifier maintained 100% precision and
recall for 5 of the 50 webpages, and at least 90% precision and recall for 18 of the 50 webpages. In contrast, the classifier’s precision and recall for the worst
page, godaddy.com, were only 30% and 17% respectively. A plausible explanation for the classifier’s poor
performance on godaddy.com is that it loads a wide variety of ads and dynamic content, resulting in different
resource-use patterns each time it loads. Encouragingly,
experimental results suggest that increasing the size of
the training set would narrow the performance gap by improving classification performance for the most difficultto-classify webpages.
Sampling rate differentiation. Decreasing the sampling rate at which an instrumented outlet records
AC voltage—to enable trace exfiltration via a lowthroughput mobile phone, for example—decreases the
SVM classifier’s performance along our metrics, but not
as much as one might expect. To understand how robust
the SVM classifier is to changes in sampling rate, we repeated the set of page differentiation tests, but simulated
lower sampling rates by restricting the set of input features to those representing lower-frequency components.
Table 1 compares the results with the original sampling rate against results with simulated lower sampling
rates. A reduction to 100 kHz yields nearly identical re-

Classification Results

Page differentiation. Our SVM classifier effectively
differentiates among the 50 popular webpages we tested.
As a baseline for classifier performance, we varied only
the webpage under test and held all other variables constant. These other variables include machine under test,
network interface, operating system, and web browser.
By varying only the webpage under test, we minimize
differences that are not actually the result of variation
among webpages.
After gathering ∼90 traces for each of the 50 webpages on the MacBook, we used the experimental pro7
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Sampling Rate
2 kHz
12 kHz
100 kHz
250 kHz

Precision

Recall

58.29%
78.72%
86.78%
86.75%

50.88%
65.77%
73.70%
74.00%

• VPN: Traces recorded while connected to a VPN
concentrator a 1.5 ms round trip away (essentially
measuring only cryptographic overhead), to test
whether encrypting normal traffic would be an effective countermeasure.
• WiFi: Traces recorded while connected to our lab
network wirelessly instead of via wired Ethernet, to
test whether the training phase overfits the SVMs to
“clean” low-latency wired traffic.

Table 1: The SVM classifier’s performance degrades as
we decrease the sampling rate in simulation, but precision and recall remain over 50% even with a hundredfold
reduction in the original 250 kHz sampling rate, suggesting that simple tracing hardware and low-bandwidth exfiltration (via, e.g., mobile phone) are feasible.

• CDN: Traces recorded with web traffic passing
through the Coral CDN, to test whether a caching
proxy sufficiently disguises traffic.
To test each one of these sets, we trained an SVM on all
of the other sets. For example, to study whether the SVM
could correctly label traces in the WiFi set, we trained the
SVM on the Time, Cache, VPN, and CDN sets in addition to the Base set of samples used for the webpagedifferentiation experiment. In contrast to training only
on the Base set, this training approach avoids overfitting
the SVM to that set. To illustrate the effects of overfitting, we trained the classifier using only the Base set
for google.com and then tested using the VPN set for
google.com. Because of overfitting, the classifier rejected all samples from the VPN set.
After training the classifier, we instructed it to classify the traces in the test set. We repeated this process for three webpages: one simple page (google.com)
for which the classifier achieved 100% precision and
recall in the page-differentiation experiment; one complex page (cnn.com) with poor precision (57%); and one
complex page (cnet.com) with poor recall (25.5%). Table 2 shows the results, which we summarize below.
For cnn.com, this training approach achieved much
better precision on each of the test sets than it did
in the page-differentiation experiment. In the case of
cnet.com, the additional training diversity radically improved recall, from 25.5% to 89.6%. The only condition
that hurt performance, for two of the three webpages,
was the use of the Coral CDN. For cnn.com, the classifier incorrectly labeled all traces from the Coral set as
negatives; for google.com, the classifier incorrectly labeled 45 of 50 traces as negatives, resulting in a 10%
recall rate. The classifier’s poor performance on Coralized pages illustrates that, while the network interface’s
power consumption may not uniquely determine how a
trace is classified, the network interface may still alter the
timing of characteristic consumption patterns for downstream devices such as the CPU and GPU that act on its
outputs. Coralizing cnet.com likely made little difference in its classifiability because cnet.com is already
distributed via a commercial CDN.
The classifier’s performance on traces from the VPN

sults, but the SVM classifier’s performance degrades as
the simulated sampling rate decreases further. Reducing the sampling rate by a factor of more than 20 (from
250 kHz to 12 kHz) incurs only a 10% reduction in average precision and recall. These results suggest that the
low-pass filters in commercial SMPSes are not sufficient
to prevent information leakage, but that more aggressive
filtering could reduce information leakage. Section 6 discusses a countermeasure based on this observation.
Training set size. Increasing the size of the training set
from ∼45 to ∼250 and then to ∼450 improved the classifier’s performance on the most difficult-to-classify webpage, godaddy.com. With only ∼45 training samples,
the SVM’s precision and recall for godaddy.com were
30% and 17% respectively. The additional training examples dramatically improved both, raising the precision
to 75% and the recall to 59%. We also evaluated an even
larger training set, with 477 samples, which improved the
precision and recall to 80% and 100% respectively. This
result suggests that one can improve the SVM classifier’s
performance by increasing the size of the training set.
Diverse browsing conditions. We varied the conditions under which our browsers operated and found that
the SVM classifier is robust against local network connection type, use of cache, VPN encryption, and the passage of time for most webpages. It is not robust against
the use of a caching content-distribution network (CDN)
such as Coral [14].
Our training and testing setup was as follows. We
chose a single webpage from our set of 50, then gathered
the following sets of traces on our MacBook:
• Time: Traces gathered a month later, to test how
fresh the training set must be.
• Cache: Traces recorded with a warm browser
cache, to test whether the classifier depends on specific network traffic patterns.
8
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Condition

Precision

Recall

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
10.0%

90.3%
90.0%
90.3%
90.3%
88.9%

100.0%
99.4%
99.4%
99.4%
85.6%

100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%
100.0%

89.6%
89.6%
89.6%
89.6%
89.6%

Precision

Recall

100.0%
56.6%
100.0%

100.0%
100.0%
25.6%

traces from the other. The only exception was a single
trace of cnn.com loaded from Linux, which the classifier identified correctly despite the having been trained
only on examples from Windows 7. When we rearranged
the input sets so that each contained an equal number of
traces from each OS, then trained on one of these mixed
sets, the classifier correctly labeled all unlabeled traces
from the other mixed set.
Differences among OSes include system timers,
drivers, memory management, GUI characteristics, and
performance tuning. All of these differences may play
leading roles in differentiating power-consumption patterns. The above result suggests that a prospective attacker should collect traces under as many different operating systems as possible.
Machine diversity. When we varied both machine and
operating system, the SVM classifier failed to correctly
label any traces. We trained an SVM on the MacBook
(running Mac OS 10.6.8) and tested on the desktop PC
(running Windows 7), then switched the roles and trained
and tested again. For both google.com and cnn.com,
the SVM failed to correctly label any traces from one
machine when trained only on examples from the other.
Training on examples from both machines allowed the
SVM to classify traces from both machines accurately:
100% precision and 100% recall for google.com, and
67.3% precision and 75.5% recall for cnn.com. This result suggests that, as in the operating system experiment,
the problem may lie in the lack of training diversity. In
the future, we intend to test this hypothesis by training
an SVM on a wide range of machines and then testing
traces from machines that are not represented in the training set. It may be possible to parameterize differences
among hardware configurations and automatically adjust
traces to improve classification performance.
Background webpages. Noting the tendency of users
to browse multiple websites at the same time, we
chose two of the 50 webpages in our training set—
google.com and cnn.com—and loaded them with other
webpages already loaded in other tabs, to measure the
classifier’s sensitivity to background pages. The Chrome
extension initiated the target page load with the background page already open and fully loaded. While concurrent page loads would have created more background
power consumption, we consider it unlikely for most
users to browse in this fashion. For each of the two
webpages, we gathered a set of traces with each of the
two webpages in the background, creating four combinations. For example, we separately tested google.com
with google.com in the background and with cnn.com
in the background. For each of the four combinations,
we trained an SVM on the other three.
For three of the four combinations, the classifier maintained > 70% recall and 65% precision. The notable ex-

google.com
Time
WiFi
VPN
Cache
CDN
cnn.com
Time
WiFi
VPN
Cache
CDN
cnet.com
Time
WiFi
VPN
Cache
CDN
Webpage
google.com
cnn.com
cnet.com

Table 2: Classification performance under diverse browsing conditions (top table): Training the classifier under
different conditions increased the diversity of traces it
could correctly label. The bottom table lists baseline
precision and recall from the page-differentiation experiment.

set deserve special attention. They suggest that encryption and decryption, at least as implemented by our
MacBook’s PPTP VPN, have little effect on power-trace
classification—i.e., the SVM classifier is robust against
VPN encryption.
Operating system diversity. Training on traces from a
single operating system appears to overfit the classifier to
that operating system. However, training on traces from
two operating systems allows the classifier to correctly
identify both kinds. To test this behavior, we gathered
traces of google.com and cnn.com using Windows 7
and Linux (Ubuntu 10.04) on the desktop PC. For both
sets of traces, we used the same versions of the Chrome
browser and our custom Chrome extension for test automation. When trained only on examples from one
operating system, the classifier failed to correctly label
9
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0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1

Current (A)

google.com + cover

0.0

Exclusion of unknown pages. A possible explanation
for the classifier’s ability to discriminate between positive and negative examples is that each SVM clustered
negative, rather than positive, examples in its feature
space. With training and testing sets that resembled each
other, a classifier could perform equally well whether it
learned to cluster positive or negative examples. To test
the hypothesis that the SVMs learned to cluster only negative examples during training, we tested them with a set
of previously unseen webpage samples that were not in
the training set. A high false positive rate would suggest
that the SVMs clustered only the negative examples, erroneously learning to positively label samples outside the
cluster of negative examples it had learned.
We gathered one trace from each of 441 webpages randomly selected from a list of 1 million popular pages
published by Alexa [6], making sure to remove pages
that were already in the training set. We then tested all
441 pages against all 50 trained SVMs and measured
their false-positive rates. The total false positive rate over
all classifiers was 1.6%, leading us to reject the above hypothesis and conclude that the SVMs correctly learned to
cluster positive examples.

6

google.com

0.0

Current (A)

ception was the set of traces in which cnn.com loaded
with google.com in another tab. Under this condition,
the precision and recall were each 27%. This result is
surprising because cnn.com’s front page is more complicated, both visually and in terms of power consumption
patterns, than google.com’s. Once again, the performance would likely improve with a more diverse training set. For these experiments, we used only one set of
traces with background pages for training in each case.

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

2.5

Time (s)
(s)
Time

Figure 5: Time-domain traces of google.com without
(top) and with cover traffic. We plot the absolute value
of the current for ease of inspection.

tion. Effective yet usable countermeasures remain an
open problem.
Software countermeasure: Cover activity. To thwart
an eavesdropping adversary, a potential victim may be
able to hide a sensitive task’s power signature by running additional tasks that increase the system’s power
consumption, which we call cover activity. Figure 5 illustrates that cover activity partially conceals a sensitive
task in the time domain. The cover activity appears to
spread out and distort the shape of the page load activity, although the original signal is still visible. We tested
cover activity by loading one processor core completely
and recording samples of google.com. The classifier
misclassified all 41 of the obfuscated samples.
Unless it saturates the available resources by maximizing system-wide power consumption, a cover task
that merely adds a constant amount of power consumption might be easy to filter or subtract from the AC
signal. The ElectriSense system offers some evidence
that this subtraction is feasible. Because of the shifting noise floor in typical homes, ElectriSense identifies dominant frequencies and subtracts background
noise in the frequency domain to improve classification
performance [15]. A random-activity strategy would
likely share the constant-activity strategy’s drawbacks
while also potentially leaving sensitive artifacts unconcealed. A carefully constructed cover task could track
the sensitive task’s activity and attempt to conceal it
only during active periods—akin to jamming in wireless
communications—but this targeted approach might still
leak information via a timing side channel.

Countermeasures

This section sketches several countermeasures to mitigate the threats described in Section 1. These countermeasures can be broadly classified as: (1) software countermeasures that attempt to obscure, obfuscate, or disguise computational workloads in the AC signal to remove the side channel; and (2) hardware countermeasures that involve deploying additional electronic components to remove workload artifacts. We do not consider a Sensitive Compartmented Information Facility
(SCIF) or other military-grade countermeasures because
we believe such approaches are not feasible for civilians.
Hardware and software countermeasures both present
inherent tradeoffs. Hardware mechanisms that increase
design complexity or cost may not find traction with
high-volume manufacturers. Software countermeasures
that increase computational work may vitiate energyefficiency measures. Altering workloads to disguise activity may negatively affect usability or user satisfac-

Software countermeasure: Delays and throttling.
We adopt a defensive idea from Song et al. [35]: introducing random delays in the time domain, which will
cause changes in the frequency domain that may confuse
10
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our classifier. The classifier’s poor performance on Coralized pages (see Section 5.3) suggests that delays complicate classification. The problem with random delays,
as Song et al. point out, is that different instances of the
same private signal, with different random delays added
to each, give an attacker enough information to learn the
true timing of the signal by simply averaging the delays.
The same problem afflicts the defensive strategy of randomizing the order in which the browser loads page elements. A more effective method of concealing true timing information is to batch activity into discrete buckets
that are activated (or sent) at a steady rate no matter what.

pass filters to remove high-frequency noise and meet
government EMI standards (§2.1). Our experiments reveal that, for the SMPSes we tested, the frequencies useful for classification are below the internal filter’s cutoff.
An additional low-pass filter (a larger inductor that resists lower-frequency changes in current) could remove
information below the existing threshold, but larger inductance to filter out web activity would likely increase
the cost and physical size of an SMPS.

7

Software countermeasure: Cloud proxies. Services
such as OnLive or Amazon’s Silk offload computation
(video-game and webpage rendering, respectively) to
cloud-based proxies to increase throughput and decrease
latency [3, 2]. The use of a similar cloud-based proxy
could reduce a client’s information leakage by reducing computational work and making webpage loads more
closely resemble one another. Such a cloud proxy may
also present a privacy risk, but privacy-conscious users
may be equipped to evaluate the tradeoff.

Discussion

Automatic event separation.
Our evaluation used
timing information from a Chrome extension to divide
long traces into individual page load samples, but automatically identifying regions of interest is straightforward. Based on our measurements of roughly 5 seconds
as the maximum load time for webpages in our traces,
and our observation that the beginning of webpage activity corresponded to a dramatic spike in power consumption, we implemented a simple algorithm to automatically find regions of interest in the raw AC voltage traces.
The algorithm performs the following steps: (1) Take the
absolute value of all samples; (2) remove all samples below a tunable threshold (e.g., 9× the mean sample value);
(3) downsample the data with averaging to remove transient spikes in current consumption; and (4) consider the
first sequence of 10 consecutive non-zero samples to be
1 second from the activity start, extracting a 6-second
subsequence of the original time series. We processed 25
traces chosen at random from our training set and manually verified that the algorithm correctly identified a webpage load in each case. This process still requires domain
knowledge about how long events last and by how much
they may be separated; we did not attempt to develop a
generalized event recognizer.

Hardware countermeasure: Batteries. To sidestep
the AC power side channel, a user could avoid using an
AC power connection at all while performing sensitive
tasks, instead favoring battery power.
To test under what conditions a laptop with a battery
leaked information via AC power, we captured traces
from our MacBook when its battery (an OEM MacBook
battery with one year of use) was charging and when it
was fully charged. When the battery was full but the
AC adapter remained plugged in, the laptop’s power consumption via the SMPS was indistinguishable from its
power consumption with the battery removed (our usual
testing condition for the MacBook). Laptops generally
prefer to use AC power whenever possible to extend the
life of the battery.
To determine whether charging during trace recording
would confound the classifier, we repeatedly collected
traces of the MacBook’s AC connection while charging
the battery from empty to full. The idle power consumption with a charging battery was visually indistinguishable from the idle power consumption without a battery,
except for an increase of the noise floor. Although we
did not test the classifier on the traces we collected while
charging the battery, we believe that battery charging is
unlikely to affect classification accuracy more than other
low-power background activities to which the classifier
was robust in our experiments (§5.3).

Alternative tracing methods. In our experiments, we
physically connect probes to an AC circuit to trace electrical activity. An ancillary goal of this work is to demonstrate that it is possible to covertly modify a power outlet, so physical contact with the computer’s power cord is
a reasonable expectation under our threat model. However, less-invasive methods exist to measure the current
along the power cable. In particular, a Hall effect sensor,
which measures current via the magnetic field around a
wire, could provide a way to trace power consumption if
modifying the outlet is infeasible. Such an eavesdropper
could easily be removed when not in use. We have not
tested our classifier against traces captured with a Hall
effect sensor, but we have confirmed that Hall effect sensors matching our sense resistor’s sensitivity exist.

Hardware countermeasure: Current filtering. Filtering circuitry that damps current fluctuations could prevent workload-dependent information from leaking onto
the AC power line. SMPSes internally implement low11
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−0.4

To determine which system components have the most
impact on power consumption, we used a P3 Kill A Watt
power monitor [33] to measure our MacBook’s power
consumption while stressing different components. Table 3 summarizes the results.

0.0

0.4

AC Traces and Power Budgets
Current (A)

7.1

Network activity
1

2

3

4

Time (s)

Condition
Baseline (idle, screen off)
One core at 100%
Two cores at 100%
GPU at 100%
Wired network saturated
Wireless network saturated
File copy, SSD to SSD
Screen at maximum brightness

Power (W)
vs. Baseline

Figure 6: A plot of current consumption (dark) overlaid
with network activity (light bars along the bottom). The
network activity is correlated with high current consumption, but is not the only cause. Spikes before and after
network activity show that local computation dominates
the consumption.

8
+7
+11
+11
+2
+3
+6
+6

of them. The number of Paint events varied among the
webpages we profiled, but was always among the most
time-consuming event types. We suspect that much of
the identifiable information in our traces comes from the
number and length of CPU- and GPU-intensive screendrawing events, which Table 3 supports.

Table 3: MacBook (2008 model) power consumption under various types of load. Numbers beginning with + are
relative to the baseline of 8 W.

7.2

The MacBook’s CPU and GPU dominate power consumption under load. The network interfaces draw comparatively little power. Even when saturated, the WiFi
interface consumes only half the power of the SSD and
does not approach the CPU or GPU’s power consumption. The low power consumption of the network interfaces suggests that AC power analysis reveals system information not discernible via network analysis.

Future Work and Open Problems

More sophisticated classifiers could yield even better
precision and recall than our stable of SVMs. We believe our experimental setup and designs will enable the
research community to more rapidly investigate more
generalized questions about information leakage via AC
power. The following paragraphs outline a variety of
open research questions and our plans for extending this
work.

Applicability of network-trace classifiers. A related
question is whether one can infer detailed information
about network activity by inspecting power traces. If so,
it could be feasible to apply existing classifiers such as
those that use packet timings [35] or lengths [41, 42] to
classify webpages according to their network traffic.
An experiment suggests that an AC power trace does
not map exactly onto network traffic. We tapped the activity LED of a network switch port to capture a representation of a computer’s network traffic while also tracing the computer’s AC power line. Figure 6 shows an
example from our tests. The computer consumes power
performing other tasks before the network interface actually begins to send and receive packets.
We gathered timeline traces using Chrome’s developer
tools and analyzed them to better understand which aspects of web browsing induce high loads on the computer. The timeline tool logs a sequence of events
describing how the browser sends, receives, and processes information. We profiled 10 of the 50 webpages
tested in this work and found that so-called Paint—
screen drawing—events dominated the timelines for all

Training with more diversity.
A weakness of our
classifier is that it fares poorly on test samples from a
machine when it has been trained only on traces from a
single different machine (§5.3). It similarly overfits to
a single operating system and fares poorly when tested
against traces from another. Both of these problems appear to stem from inadequate diversity in the training set.
In addition to making our hardware design and software publicly available, we intend to build a library of
additional traces from a diverse set of machines. Varying machine type, operating system, and network location are likely starting points. We expect this variation
will result in gains similar to those we found in our experiments.
Indirect measurements. To date, we have focused on
measuring current draw directly, in order to capture as
much leaked information in our traces as possible. Alternative measurement techniques—using a Hall effect
sensor (described earlier in §7) to measure the current
through a wire or measuring radiated electromagnetic
12
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6

emanations (as described by Kuhn [26])—may be less intrusive than directly measuring current. However, while
these indirect measurements should provide usable features for our classifier, we expect both information content and classification performance to be lower because
of measurement noise.
Another possibility is indirect measurement similar to
that of Enev et al. [12]: connecting measurement equipment in parallel with the victim on the same electrical
circuit but on a different outlet. We expect classification
performance to decline because of the higher noise floor,
but measurements might reveal that traces from outside
the victim’s outlet are qualitatively good enough for an
attacker to use.
Adding classification features.
The current SVM
classifier relies solely on a coarse-grained Fourier transform to learn unique webpage features. There are many
promising extensions to the feature space that could improve classification performance. One simple extension
would be to increase the resolution of the Fourier transforms used to train and test the classifier. Doing so would
increase the dimensionality of the feature space, and possibly the classifier’s ability to distinguish among webpages.
Another possible improvement to our frequencydomain analysis is to use a windowed Fourier
transform—i.e., transform segments of the time-domain
signal—instead of transforming the entire trace. In contrast to our whole-trace approach that dilutes the strength
of short-lived high-frequency information, windowing
would strengthen higher frequencies and attenuate lower
frequencies.
An extension that takes advantage of SMPS load characteristics would be to simultaneously sample both voltage and current. As Section 2 discusses, SMPSes are
nonlinear loads that pull the voltage and current waveforms out of phase in a way that is related to the workload. The changing relationship between the voltage and
current waveforms over time may reveal more information about the state of the system that is orthogonal to
raw current consumption.
Another promising extension is the addition of higherlevel features, such as an estimate of how many characters the user typed immediately before navigating to
a webpage. While our AC measurements do not reveal user keystrokes in most cases, the address bars of
many modern browsers offer an opportunity: when they
attempt to do URL completion or even DNS prefetching [24, 11] as a user types, the activity creates distinct
spikes of CPU activity after each keystroke. Figure 7 illustrates that the spikes are distinct in the time domain.
Augmenting the classifier with a URL length estimate
could eliminate obviously bad matches.
Detecting other activities. As we have emphasized in
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Figure 7: Text boxes that trigger CPU activity with each
key press yield extra information on the AC power channel. In this trace from Chrome on our MacBook, it is visually evident how many keys we pressed. Even a rough
estimate could be used to inform a webpage classifier.

this work, computers are complex, general-purpose devices. The space of possible actions that a user might
take is vast. While we have focused on web activity in
order to address a well-defined, tractable problem, future work could address a broad range of other activities. As Figure 7 demonstrates, detailed information
may be available from many sources. Tasks as simple as counting keystrokes, regardless of whether different keys can be recognized, may reveal sensitive information. Song et al. have demonstrated that counting
keystrokes can reduce the search space for brute-force
password cracking by a factor of 50 [35].
Beneficial uses of power monitoring. This paper has
focused primarily on privacy threats from a power linemonitoring attacker. However, interpreting patterns in
power traces can potentially be used for good, to improve
system security and performance. Abnormal changes in
DC power consumption have already been used to detect
some instances of malware in mobile phones [21, 29];
we envision a similarly designed mechanism for generalpurpose computers plugged into AC power. Detecting
misbehaving software externally has many advantages
over more traditional methods; however, desktops, laptops, and servers exhibit a higher degree of software diversity than mobile phones, and building a reliable profile of “normal” computer behavior poses a significant
challenge.
Looking beyond computers, increasingly fine-grained
power metering of entire buildings is emerging as a critical element of many “smart grid” designs. Inferring behavior patterns from electric power use in homes and office buildings has been proposed as a way to improve
algorithms that tailor power generation and distribution
to changes in consumer demand, and privacy researchers
have already expressed concern about potential privacy
violations [31]. In the future, we plan to extend both the
classifiers and countermeasures described in this paper
13
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Conclusions

This work shows that a general-purpose classifier can
identify webpage activity patterns in traces of a computer’s AC power consumption. With a data set of over
8, 500 power traces of 50 popular webpages, a trained
classifier correctly labeled unseen traces with 87% precision and 74% recall. These metrics are robust against
several variations including the use of an encrypting
VPN. To our knowledge, this is the first paper that quantifies the degree to which information about browsing activity leaks via the AC power supply. We believe it represents an early step in understanding this side channel.
The increasing dynamic range of hardware power consumption will lead to further information leakage. Open
research problems include software techniques that mitigate the risks of using untrusted power infrastructure
without foiling advanced power management.
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